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How did you translate Heimat?
Heimat is an untranslatable word.
And does the concept even exist?
It’s a human fabrication: an illusion.
Paul Celan in conversation with Jean Daive1
Essentially,  the article  provides methodological  sug-
gestions  for  the  study  of  architecture  for  the  Third 
Reich in the General Government. However, it also of-
fers an interpretation of the phenomenon. These sug-
gestions  are  very  much  present  in  the  title,  which 
brings together  four  different  terms that  are key for 
understanding  my  investigations.  These  terms  are: 
vernacularism, Lesser Poland’s  Heimat, auxiliary sci-
ences, and architecture for the Third Reich.
Naturally, vernacularism, or vernacular architecture, 
is hardly a new thing for the study of Nazi architecture 
and the architecture of the Third Reich (or in the Third 
Reich).2 The term recurs  in  considerations  on “indi-
genous styles” such as the  Heimatstil  and  Heimats-
chutzstil. My understanding of vernacularism is rather 
conventional: it is a style of architecture that engages 
in a peculiar dialogue with its pre-existing geographic-
al and historical setting and is embroiled, as it were, in 
both  geopoetics  and  geopolitics.3 While  the  very 
definition of vernacularism encapsulates its geopolit-
ical  potential,  the  vernacular  designs  of  individual 
buildings or building complexes draw upon the tradi-
tions of local and regional architecture and deploy a 
wide array of forms that are historically fitting for par-
ticular regions. As such, vernacularism is a perform-
ance work in which particular places with their space 
and history are exposed to different policies and ideo-
logies.
This ostensibly straightforward definition of verna-
cularism as a type of regionalism offers intriguing im-
plications for the study of the architecture of the Third 
Reich. One question frequently reappears: what does 
it  mean  that  the  Heimatstil and  Heimatschutzstil, 
which happen to recur in the studies on the architec-
ture of the Third Reich, are types of vernacular archi-
tecture?  Surely,  both  the  Heimatstil and  Heimats-
chutzstil, by their very definition, are types of indigen-
ous architecture. That said, the Heimatstil, as the late 
embodiment  of  historicist  architecture,  may  be  de-
scribed as  a  type of  vernacular  architecture  whose 
form and repertoire depend on its  local,  that is,  re-
gional,  setting  and  its  geopoetics.  Admittedly,  the 
Heimatschutzstil, too, draws on indigenous and tradi-
tional  qualities,  regionalism, and building techniques 
deriving from folk traditions and peasant crafts: ele-
ments  such  as  high-pitched  and  tiled  gable  or  hip 
roofs,  wattle-and-daub  walls,  and  their  modern  re-
statements, etc., the use of which is grounded both in 
history and available materials.4 Nevertheless, it is still 
more  of  a  universal  and  pan-German  architectural 
style in that it disregards both its local and regional 
setting. In contrast to the vernacular indigenous style 
(Heimatstil), the Heimatschutzstil seems to use a nar-
row and codified array of “indigenous” means, which 
in fact are imagined rather than real and based on tra-
ditional  materials  (timber,  bricks,  and tiles)  and ele-
ments  (high-pitched  and  mansard  roofs  or  mullion 
windows). The  Heimatschutzstil is similar to the mo-
numental Neoclassicism of the Third Reich in that it 
ignores  its  surroundings.  The  Heimatstil acts  to  the 
contrary: it  engages in a vernacular dialogue with a 
place and its  history.  In  other  words,  while  there is 
only one Heimatschutzstil, it is useful to identify differ-
ent types of  Heimatstils insofar as they may be de-
scribed in vernacular terms.
I  am now moving  on  to  the  second  issue men-
tioned in the title: did Lesser Poland’s Heimat ever ex-
ist? If so, it did primarily exist as a space subservient 
to  Nazi  ideology,  a  place  imagined  and  discursive 
rather than real.  The resulting question is this:  were 
there attempts at  creating and using indigenous re-
gional architecture (the Heimatstil)?
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This question is very much relevant given the differ-
ences between the vernacular Heimatstil and the uni-
versal  Heimatschutzstil,  and  the  equally  universal 
Neoclassicism. It also brings out the term  Heimat in 
its ambiguity and idiosyncrasy, the notion of the little 
homeland, serving as the ultimate expression of one’s 
attitude to a place. For Heimat is not so much Father-
land but “little fatherland,” or even patrimony, and its 
geopoetics tends to be defined as the privatization of 
space in a particular region. In subsequent sections of 
the article I will try to examine this attitude to Lesser 
Poland in its historic range;5 I will also try to demon-
strate how the attitude is reflected in the discourse of 
architecture and on architecture.
The third issue from the title is that of the auxiliary 
sciences, which can play a rather helpful role in the 
examination of the architecture that was designed and 
built  in  the  General  Government.  Auxiliary  sciences 
are in fact vital for such studies. One reason for this is 
that few, if any, urban planning schemes or architec-
tural designs or their respective general concepts, let 
alone completed buildings, have survived in the his-
toric range of Lesser Poland in the General Govern-
ment. The five years of German occupation and Nazi 
rule in the area6 proved too short, quite felicitously, for 
the  full  realization  of  Nazi  genocide  policies,  which 
heavily shaped the spatial  planning and architecture 
of the time. 
Essentially,  larger  surviving  construction  projects 
were executed in Kraków (the capital of the General 
Government) and its closest surroundings, which were 
incorporated into the city by its Nazi-German authorit-
ies.7 These  projects  included the  conversion  of  the 
Royal Wawel Castle and selected buildings in the city 
centre for new purposes,8 as well as the provision of 
pedestrian arcades and the construction of a housing 
estate.  Designed by  the  General  Government’s  De-
partment of Building, the estate was to comprise ca. 
100 buildings as part of a German residential area and 
was  partially  completed  near  the  then  Reichstrasse 
(today’s ulica Królewska).9 Hubert Ritter’s architecture 
and urban planning designs have also survived. This 
Leipzig-based architect envisaged the construction of 
a  monumental  government  quarter  in  the  area  of 
Błonie Commons and Dębniki.  Similar  designs, also 
Neoclassical in style, had been offered for metropolit-
an areas in the Third Reich.10 Designs and buildings 
for numerous Nazi-German labour and extermination 
camps in the General Government as well as styleless 
military buildings such as bunkers,  shelters,  air  raid 
trenches, antitank barriers, and water reservoirs are a 
whole separate issue. The rural areas or smaller towns 
and cities in the historic range of Lesser Poland that 
was incorporated into the General Government offer 
only a fraction of what Kraków possesses in terms of 
extended  designs  and  buildings  surviving  from  the 
time. Therefore, I have no other choice but to rely on 
auxiliary  sciences  when offering  hypotheses  on  the 
architecture of the time, most notably on the indigen-
ous style of Lesser Poland. These auxiliary sciences 
include ethnography and the history of ethnography, 
as well as literary studies and literary history.
Let me move on to the fourth issue from the title, 
namely,  “architecture  for  the  Third  Reich.”  The 
concept is a common-sensical one, albeit rarely ad-
dressed in the study of  the Nazi  architecture of the 
Third Reich or in the Third Reich.11 The term Architec-
ture for the Third Reich differs from that of  Architec-
ture (in) the Third Reich or Nazi Architecture in that it 
furnishes  a  particular  understanding  of  architecture 
from the time of the German occupation in the Gener-
al Government (1939–1945). The concept was formu-
lated  to  avoid  controversy,  terminological  inac-
curacies, or interpretative problems which are caused 
by commonly-used and competing terms such as the 
Architecture of the Third Reich (or in the Third Reich) 
and Nazi architecture. My contention is that as a term 
“architecture for the Third Reich” is more relevant and 
useful than the other two. Firstly, the General Govern-
ment was never formally annexed to the Third Reich, 
as had been the case with other Polish territories such 
Pomerania,  Upper  Silesia,  Greater  Poland  and  the 
area of  Łódź/Litzmannstadt,  as well  as stretches  of 
Mazovia and Kuyavia. Insofar as “the architecture of 
the  Third  Reich”  is  perfectly  apt  for  areas  such as 
Poznań/Posen and the vicinity, it is slightly inaccurate 
to use the term for cities such as Kraków. Secondly, 
Nazi architecture is not only ambiguous but also emo-
tionally charged to the extreme. It  was not only the 
Nazis who designed and developed buildings in the 
General Government while many people were used as 
forced labour in these projects. Additionally, contem-
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porary users of these buildings often fail to view them 
as Nazi architecture or dissonant heritage. Given the 
above, my contention is that architecture for the Third 
Reich should be adopted as a term to describe these 
phenomena. The term encapsulates the ancillary role 
of architecture in the policies of the Third Reich and 
its entanglement with ideology. From the geopolitical 
and geopoetical point of view, it also offers more ac-
curacy than its alternative historical and spatial terms. 
Urban planning schemes implemented in Kraków 
as the capital of the General Government may serve
as a testimony to the vernacular character of archi-
tecture  for  the  Third  Reich  in  the  General  Govern-
ment; they also demonstrate how local building tra-
ditions were consciously used by architects and urb-
an  planners.  One  case  in  point  is  the  residential  
building  complex  in  today’s  ulica  Królewska 
[Reichsstrasse].  The  other  is  what  we  know  as 
Przegorzały Castle, located in the area incorporated 
into Kraków in 1941. Both designs make conscious 
and  consistent  use  of  Kraków’s  local  architectural 
vocabulary.
Fig. 1 German housing estate at Królewska Street in Kraków, present-day-view
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Fig. 2 Curate's House near St. Mary's Church in Kraków. In the 
foreground Prelate's House with stone buttresses, cha-         
racteristic of old Kraków, present-day-view
Fig. 3 View of the villa of Adolf Szyszko-Bohusz in Przegorzały in  
the 1930s, on the right the garage building is visible, 
Aero-photography by Photo-Platoon of the 2nd. Air
Regiment
Fig. 4 Przegorzały  Castle,  designed  by  Richard  Pfob,  Hans
Petermair  in  collaboration  with  Adolf  Szyszko-Bohusz,  
Photo: 2018
What  is  known  as  the  German  estate  in  ulica 
Królewska  was  developed  from  1941–1943,  and  it 
comprised  both  detached  buildings  and  compact 
building patterns (Fig. 1).12 As rightly pointed out by 
Kamila Twardowska, the estate was designed using 
centralized master plans; however, it was adjusted to 
Kraków’s local setting by a team of more than ten 
locally-based  architects  under  the  supervision  of 
Zbiegniew Kupiec, who had been a well-known figure 
in the world of Polish interwar architecture.13 The Ger-
man estate may thus be described as an intriguing 
battlefield of universal and vernacular forces. Admit-
tedly, master plans were centrally approved with little 
concern for their  local  setting. However,  as demon-
strated by Kraków’s German estate, they could be ad-
justed to their surroundings both in their stylistics and 
style.  As  such,  the  German estate  in  ul. Królewska 
showcases the universal (pan-German) in a vernacular 
disguise, which in turn reveals certain characteristics 
of what I would call Lesser Poland’s Heimat.
As it may be concluded from similar plans for the 
annexed  or  occupied  territories,14 general  and  top-
down guidelines  in  the  zoning  plans  mentioned  by 
Twardowska probably focused mainly on cubic capa-
city, functional floor plans in particular buildings, the 
general  arrangement of  the buildings as part  of  the 
estate,  and traditional  building materials,  roof types, 
etc. which are the quintessential characteristics of the 
Heimatschutzstil. Kraków-based architects added ver-
nacular components to bring out the local character of 
the design. These included Pińczów limestone, which 
is probably one of the most defining building materials 
chosen for monumental sacred and defensive archi-
tecture and showpiece town houses and palaces in 
the Old Town of Kraków; and intervisual architectural 
citations,  the  most  prominent  of  which  were  but-
tresses and counterforts at the houses’ corners, inten-
ded as a throwback to the mediaeval and early mod-
ern residential houses and palaces of historic Kraków 
(Fig. 2).15
Similar procedures were used in what we know as 
Przegorzały  Castle  and  a  free-standing  watchtower 
and garage building nearby (Fig.  3). The most monu-
mental of all Nazi buildings developed in Kraków, the 
mediaevalist  castle  was  erected  from  1941–1943, 
concurrently with the residential complex in ulica
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Fig. 5 Interior of the Przegorzały Castle, 2017 view of the
ground floor
Królewska. The castle’s design was offered by Adolf 
Szyszko-Bohusz and two Austrian architects Richard 
Pfob  and  Hans  Petermair,  with  whom Szyszko-Bo-
husz was coerced to collaborate (Fig. 4).16 The castle 
was erected in Szyszko-Bohusz’s former estate, in the 
immediate  vicinity  of  his  suburban  villa,  which  had 
been developed from 1924–1926. Redolent of a medi-
aeval castle keep, the villa and the surrounding area 
were requisitioned by the Nazis as a future residence 
for  the  General  Governor  Hans  Frank.  Initially, 
Szyszko-Bohusz’s home was converted into a sum-
mer  residence  for  the  Governor  of  the  District  of 
Kraków Otto von Wächter.17 When he was transferred 
to  the  Galicia  District  in  1942,  the  house  became 
Hans Frank’s property, and a year later in 1943, it was 
presented  to  Heinrich  Himmler,  who  recommended 
the location as a future sanatorium for SS soldiers. 
Michał  Wiśniewski  recounts:  “the new owner  de-
cided to extend the complex by adding a free-stand-
ing  building  to  the  villa.  The  Schloss  Wartenberg 
design was developed in 1941 […]. The design was 
similar to prewar extension plans for the villa, and it 
provided for the development of a three-storey struc-
ture to be inserted along the arched profile of the hill-
top which extended to the east of the building. The 
ground floor of the building cuts into sloping terrain, 
the projected space creating a terrace supported by 
stone arcades. The building is covered with a high-
pitched roof with dorm windows. The building was in-
tended to tower above the River Vistula’s escarpment 
while  bringing  to  mind  German  architecture,  e.g. 
castles on the Rhine.”18
Admittedly, the extension of the complex proved to 
be a success in that the mediaeval-like structure has 
dominated the landscape of this particular stretch of 
the  River  Vistula.  As  a  result,  today’s  residents  of 
Przegorzały live in the shadow of Schloss Wartenberg. 
However,  Wiśniewski’s  account  is  intriguing  for  a 
completely different reason: he argues that the build-
ing which followed a prewar design by Szyszko-Bo-
husz was there to produce a semblance of the Rhine-
land. The implication for the indigenous landscape of 
Lesser Poland would be that it had to undergo a Ger-
manization process in order to imitate the Rhineland. 
This  is  because  the  local  version  of  Germanhood 
could not be distilled from the geopoetics of Lesser 
Poland. The landscape of Lesser Poland, both natural 
and cultural,  including its cityscape, was in fact ex-
posed to Germanization processes. That said, these 
processes  were  different  than  those  hinted  at  by 
Wiśniewki. First, castles perched on the rocks in river 
valleys may be found in places other than the Rhine-
land. Second, Wiśniewski fails to provide any of the 
castles on the Rhine as a model or paradigm for the 
intervisual  allusions  inherent  in  the  Przegorzały 
design. His claim is more akin to wishful thinking. It is 
true that the landscape of Przegorzały was exposed 
to  Germanization  processes,  as  it  were,  but  it  was 
Germanized using the local vernacular tradition. This 
produced  a  semblance  of  Lesser  Poland’s  Heimat 
rather than that of the Rhineland.
In Przegorzały Castle and the adjacent watchtower, 
the local tradition is apparent in the use of intervisual 
components which derive from Kraków’s geopoetics, 
as it were. One such component is the watchtower’s 
stonework, which is the same as in Szyszko-Bohusz’s 
pseudo-Romanesque villa and modelled on the early 
Romanesque buildings to be found in Wawel Hill. Ad-
mittedly, the watchtower was built before the war, but 
it must have been extended under Nazi rule. The oth-
er component is the castle’s ground floor, which fol-
lows a prewar design by Szyszko-Bohusz. Its three-
nave  structure  has  a  groin  vault,  its  intersecting 
arches supported on the pillars (Fig. 5). As such, its 
spatial arrangement is almost identical with that of
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Fig. 6 St. Leonard's Crypt under the Wawel Cathedral, Present-
day view
Romanesque  St.  Leonard’s  Crypt  under  the  Wawel 
Cathedral  (Fig.  6).  The  arrangement,  too,  was 
provided  by  Szyszko-Bohusz  roughly  around  the 
same time as he worked on the extension design for 
his suburban villa at Przegorzały. 
Arguably,  Wawel  and  quasi-Wawel  citations  are 
hardly  a  surprise  in  the  legacy  of  Szyszko Bohusz. 
Firstly, they feature in his other designs and buildings. 
Secondly Szyszko-Bohusz was known to be a long-
standing supervisor of the restoration work in Wawel 
Hill before the war;19 from 1937–1938 he was directly 
in charge of the conservation of St Leonard’s Crypt, 
including the reinforced concrete structure of the vault 
and stone arches.20
Returning to the problem I raised earlier,  namely, 
the contextual characteristics of vernacularism which 
are  shaped  by  evolving  politics  and  ideology,  the 
same component parts and syllables of the regional 
language of architecture may mean something differ-
ent  when used by different  people and for different 
purposes. One is tempted to paraphrase Ludwig Wit-
tgenstein: the meaning of a language is its use.21 Ac-
cordingly, the same set of components, when used by 
Szyszko-Bohusz in the 1920s and 1930s, attested to 
the  continuity  of  the  local  architectural  tradition  of 
Kraków and produced an indigenous Polish cityscape. 
Under Nazi rule, these components were in turn de-
ployed as a local yet originally Germanic testimony to 
the German heritage of Lesser Poland. As such, the 
local variant of the late indigenous style from the inter-
war period transmogrified into the German Heimatstil, 
which was subservient to Nazi ideology and a useful 
tool in the hands of the Third Reich.22 When filtered 
through Nazi ideology, the Polish and the homely re-
vealed  its  indigenous  German  qualities,  which  was 
suggestive of Lesser Poland’s Heimat.
The German past of Kraków was allegedly present 
not only in the Romanesque relics, which were hailed 
as the Ottonian legacy, but also in the Gothic art and 
architecture of the city. I am not going to address the 
issue in detail, as it has been discussed many times in 
detail.23 This approach to the architectural heritage of 
Kraków is best seen in the following excerpt from the 
Beadecker  guide  to  the  General  Government  (pub-
lished in 1943 in Leipzig): “It is now easier to access 
the remote and dispersed wonders of nature as well 
as countless yet forgotten testimonies to the pioneer-
ing efforts of Old German cultural work, most notably 
the  works  of  architecture.”24 Also:  “Kraków’s  town-
scape reveals the city in its very German qualities. […] 
The  history  of  Kraków offers  the  most  distinct  and 
varied mirror reflection of the German creative effort in 
the East.”25
The sections above seem to provide a convincing 
account of the Nazi use of Kraków’s local architectural 
tradition  for  the  development  of  the  city’s  unique 
Heimatstil.  That  said,  the  rural  areas  and  smaller 
towns and cities of the General Government within the 
historic  range  of  Lesser  Poland  are  yet  to  be  de-
scribed in  detail.  The General  Government’s  hinter-
land saw no spectacular architectural projects such as 
the ones completed in Kraków: the planning schemes 
have been poorly preserved, and archive collections 
on projects that never went beyond the design stage 
are either scarce or yet  to be discovered.  As such, 
they allow no synthetic conclusions to be drawn re-
garding the  Heimatstil in Lesser Poland’s towns and 
rural areas. Therefore, auxiliary sciences, ethnography 
and  literary  studies,  which  elucidate  a  number  of 
rather intriguing phenomena, may be of great assist-
ance to the study of the General Government’s hinter-
land. These phenomena may not be able to create a 
panoramic image of the future indigenous hinterland, 
yet they can nevertheless furnish a perfect context for 
the study of its architecture. 
The examination of Nazi ethnographic discourse in 
the General Government and its manifestations, such 
as exhibitions, reveals a number of historic moments 
which - had they been harnessed by Nazi propaganda 
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— would have served as suitable points of reference 
for the discourse of architecture and urban planning 
promoting the  indigenous  Heimat of  Lesser  Poland. 
Sabine Arend addresses this context in her descrip-
tion of the exhibition  The Old German Art of Kraków 
and Karpathenland, which was held in 1942. Accord-
ing to the exhibition’s programme, art history “was [...] 
to serve as a testimony to German artistic activity in 
the former German master province [...] and bring to 
light  the  interconnections  between  the  region,  the 
German  motherland,  and  its  offshoots  such  as  the 
German element in the Carpathians.”26 Arend also as-
serts that “a hypothesis was made whereby ‘historic 
settlers’  and ‘ethnic  tribes’  who had settled on  the 
other side of the Carpathians were in fact ‘German’ 
colonists. This in turn created a new ‘German’ cultural 
area:  ‘The  Land  of  the  Carpathians’  (Karpathen-
land).”27 
Dieter Schenk in turn elucidates on the exhibition 
The Legacy of Germanic Peoples in the Vistula Basin, 
which  was  launched  in  Kraków  on  12th September 
1941. The exhibition harnessed history, archaeology, 
and ethnography to demonstrate the eternal German 
presence in the territories incorporated into the Gen-
eral Government. As such, it set out an allegedly sci-
entific proof for the German claims to the area. The 
launch of the exhibition was attended by Hans Frank, 
who also delivered a speech in which he addressed 
the principles of Nazi geopoetics: “It is not Germans 
but non-Germans who are strangers in this country. 
The Germanic people are the largest  people in this 
territory. We can easily prove this, which is why we 
can also ask the following question: Poland, what are 
your  achievements  from  this  period?  What  ancient 
wonders  have  survived  under  Polish  rule?  What? 
Where? How? The answer is none. Nothing! The Ger-
manic  people  have a  heartfelt  attachment  with  this 
land and have always been determined to stay here. 
Throughout  history,  this  area  had  been  under  Ger-
manic reign long before one could even conceive of 
what is now called Polishness and its origins.”28
The speech, which followed the “blood and soil” 
(Blut  und Boden)  ideology,  not  only  conceptualized 
Lesser Poland as an innately German  Heimat, but it 
also became a telling manifestation of Nazi ideology 
turned history and ethnography. Such manifestations 
proliferated  at  the  Institute  of  German  Work  in  the 
East [Institut für Deutsche Ostarbeit, hereinafter: IDO], 
which Hans Frank had set up in 1940 as a future basis 
for  the  Nicolaus  Copernicus  German  University  of 
Kraków. The research institute comprised several sec-
tions responsible for ancient history, history, art his-
tory, race studies, and ethnic studies; it also had a lib-
rary, archive collections, and a colossal and still grow-
ing photographic collection. Its German and Austrian 
ethnographers  performed anthropological  field  work 
in the area of race and ethnic studies. The projects 
they completed were intended to reinforce and sub-
stantiate claims to the German presence in the East. 
Their findings were deliberately used for the purpose 
of the Germanization and re-Germanization of Lesser 
Poland’s local landscape and population. 
The  researchers  chiefly  focused  on  the  area  of 
Podhale  and Lemkivshchyna.  In  her  account  of  the 
Austrian  ethnologist  and anthropologist  Anton  Adolf 
Plügl during his stint at the IDO, Lisa Gottschall notes 
that the Nazis, as they strove to find German blood in 
the East, tried to establish if the Gorals were prone to 
Germanization. This would have supported the thesis 
on the German origins of Lesser Poland; it would also 
have  secured  large  human  reserves  for  the  Wehr-
macht.29 The Section for Regional and Cultural Stud-
ies [Sektion Landeskunde] in turn collected the photo-
graphs of the buildings in the towns and rural areas of 
southern  Lesser  Poland.  Its  surviving  collection  of 
glass  positives  boasts  the  photographic  records  of 
brick  buildings  in  Gołkowice  Niemieckie  [Deutsch 
Golkowitz] near Nowy Sącz,30 cottages in the village 
of Biały Dunajec in Podhale,31 and timber residential 
buildings and outhouses  in  Haczów [Hanshau] near 
Krosno.32 These  spots  were  selected  on  purpose 
(more  on  the  subject  below).  Their  local  population 
exposed to ethnological and anthropological studies, 
the places were chosen and photographed as repres-
entative of one idea, namely Volkstum (the people): a 
term which was formed and entered German usage 
under Nazi rule. According to Gretchen E. Schafft, this 
kind of study called for “the identification of the ho-
mogeneous  groups  of  people  and  the  definition  of 
their ethnic identity. Thus, ethnic studies were likely to 
facilitate  political  decisions  concerning  these 
groups.”33 Newly coined, the term  Volkstum entered 
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the malleable vocabulary of Lingua Tertii Imperii (LTI)34 
and became a  useful  tool  at  the  hands of  the  IDO 
functionaries. Accordingly, the Institute provided pat-
ronage for the exhibition  The German People in the  
General Government. Held in August 1944 in Kraków, 
immediately before the IDO’s evacuation from the city, 
the display showcased folk art exhibits, including folk 
outfits from the Museum of Sanok, Haczów embroid-
ery, mob-caps from Jasło, guild books from Brzozów, 
and Gothic carvings.35
Nazi ethnic studies [Volkstumsforschungen] at the 
IDO continued the prewar tradition of Polish and Ger-
man ethnography. However, their purpose was to cre-
ate  a  brand  new  geopoetics  for  Lesser  Poland.  I 
would venture to say that the IDO researchers were 
particularly focused on two stages in the German col-
onization of Lesser Poland and their respective cultur-
al relics. The first stage overlapped with late mediaev-
al  colonization,  which  attracted  Polish  researchers 
and German ethnographers such as Kurt Lück.36 The 
second stage covered Emperor Joseph’s colonization. 
The settlement action carried out by the Austrian Em-
peror Joseph II in the latter part of the 18th century in-
volved the  Nowy  Sącz  region  and  the  area  of 
Markowa in Podkarpacie.  Researchers exploring the 
former  focused on Haczów; those interested in  the 
latter  studied Gołkowice, which was founded in the 
18th century.
Obviously, IDO’s ethnographic and pseudo-ethno-
graphic  investigations  into  the  folk  architecture  of 
Lesser Poland are not tantamount to the postulated 
future programme for  the make-over  of  architecture 
and urban planning in the General Government. More 
importantly,  however,  these  investigations  reveal  a 
policy  whereby  German  homeliness  was  sought  in 
Lesser Poland, the area that German invaders poorly 
understood and were rather unfamiliar with. Arguably, 
this balancing act, which reconciled art history, ethno-
graphy and history, is indicative of the efforts at creat-
ing Lesser Poland’s Heimat. Obviously, it is still open 
for  debate whether  the  IDO researchers  derived in-
spiration for Lesser Poland’s  Heimatstil from the ver-
nacular folk architecture of Lesser Poland and which 
features were actually used in new buildings that were 
developed in the region; however,  this  inspiration is 
quite likely given the intense, meticulous and diverse 
studies and documentary activities in the region. The 
fact that the Nazis tried to use Haczów’s architectural 
heritage for propaganda purposes is a case in point. 
The interface of wartime ethnography and literary his-
tory, too, reveals an intriguing dynamic that may have 
given rise to Lesser Poland’s Heimatstil. 
Located  in  the  vicinity  of  Brzozów  and  Krosno, 
Haczów still  boasts  the  UNESCO listed late  Gothic 
timber  Church  of  Our  Lady  and  St  Michael  the 
Archangel. Erected in the latter part of the 15th cen-
tury,  this log-frame building is also Europe’s largest 
Gothic timber church. The celebrated structure as well 
as  the  entire  village  heavily  attracted  Nazi  wartime 
propaganda, which brought together the discourse of 
ethnography with that of architecture. As a result,  a 
small village of Haczów became the target of Action 
Hatschower  (a  German  name  for  the  resident  of 
Haczów), which was carried out under Nazi rule. The 
rationale for the re-Germanization of the Brzozów Dis-
trict in its prewar range was provided by scientific and 
pseudo-scientific  ethnic  studies.  The main  focus  of 
the action was on Haczów, the operation deriving its 
name from the  German appellation of  its  residents. 
The  action,  which  was  soon  to  expand  into  other 
areas in the Podkarpacie region, was corroborated by 
these ethnic studies, including that of Kurt Lück. The 
goal of the operation was not only to discover the rel-
ics of German colonization in the East (the church in 
Haczów being one of its prime examples), but also to 
bring the  revival  of  German national  consciousness 
among the descendants of the German colonists who 
had arrived in the area in the Middle Ages.
The  ethnographic  group  of  Głuchoniemcy [Taub-
deutsche,  Walddeutsche],  who inhabited the  Jasiel-
sko-Sanockie  Pits  (the  area  stretching  between  the 
Wisłoka  and  San  Rivers)  and  allegedly  descended 
from mediaeval German colonists, was well described 
in literature. They had already attracted interest from 
Polish historians and ethnographers in the 19th cen-
tury. Joachim Lelewel, Wincenty Pol, Oskar Kolberg, 
and others37 described  Głuchoniemcy’s distinct cus-
toms and language; they also provided the factual ac-
counts  of  Głuchoniemcy’s  gradual  Polonization  and 
the disappearance of their distinct traditions back in 
the 18th century. One vestige of Głuchoniemcy’s pres-
ence concerned their names, these being German in 
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origin and typical  of the area. German ethnography, 
which had been expressive of  nationalistic attitudes 
already in the 1930s, harnessed the notions of folklore 
[Volkstum] and  farming  culture  [Bauernkultur].  Al-
though it  rediscovered the  Głuchoniemcy during the 
German occupation of Poland and tried to investigate 
their traditions, it primarily served the particularistic in-
terests of the Third Reich. 
Inconspicuous yet incredibly interesting, a propa-
ganda book called Zew przodków [Call of the Ancest-
ors] casts new light on this action and its propaganda 
goals,  as  well  as  the  formation  of  Lesser  Poland’s 
Heimat and the new German man as a master of the 
area. This pseudo-historical  young adult  Bildungsro-
man was published in 1944 in Kraków by Hauptab-
teilung  Propaganda.  As  pointed  out  by  Krzysztof 
Woźniakowski, the author of this one single, and only, 
Polish literary expression of  Blut and Boden ideology 
and Nazi  falsification of  history is still  anonymous.38 
The book was published under  an extremely  telling 
nom de plume: Emil Haczowski.
Whoever produced this manifestation of Nazi pro-
paganda, he or she must have been proficient at com-
piling  Polish  literary  topoi.  Turned  inside  out,  these 
topoi were intended to attract a Polish audience as its 
implied readers (those familiar with Polish literature, its 
traditions and geopoetics). The tale has an innocuous 
beginning: Karolek, still in his teens, leaves Kraków for 
summer vacation at his uncle’s Franciszek, a village 
history teacher. The story is set in the Krosno District, 
in a fictional village of Furmany, immersed in the pas-
toral landscape of the Podkarpacie region. This natur-
ally  triggers  two  typically  Polish  literary  topoi:  Jan 
Kochanowski’s pastoral common place of “wsi spoko-
jna,  wsi  wesoła”  [O,  country!  Bless’d  thy  virtues, 
bless’d thy bounty!]39 and the arch-Polish epic poem 
Pan Tadeusz by Adam Mickiewicz.40 These two Polish 
literary classics serve as a paradigmatic hypotext for 
what Gérard Genette calls the novel’s hypertext.41
Karolek  is  a  young  boy,  his  identity  yet  to  be 
defined. Admittedly, “in Geography class, he learned 
about the people called Głuchoniemcy, who live in a 
stretch of land between the San and Wisłok Rivers. 
[…] A story has it that after the Mongol invasions, they 
were brought to this country to set up towns and vil-
lages according to German laws and German models. 
[…] Allegedly,  their  descendants  forgot  the German 
language and are now Polish to the very core.”42 Ka-
rolek  even  asked  his  teacher  “how  on  earth  can 
someone  be  Polish  if  their  descendants  are 
German?”.43 The  teacher  replied  that  “the  Głucho-
niemcy merged with the Poles and their culture, and 
whoever  adopts  the  Polish  language,  Polish  culture 
and Polish attitudes becomes Polish.”44 Essentialistic 
in his views, Karolek is far from satisfied with this con-
structivist account for the origins of the nations. “He 
might be only sixteen, but he has a mind of his own. 
Suppose his teacher was right, a Polish-speaking Jew 
would also be Polish. ‘A fine countryman,’ says Ka-
rolek and spits contemptuously through the window. 
No way, there must be Polish blood in your veins for 
you to be Polish.”45
The events that follow are quite easy to predict, the 
plot reaching the climax when Karolek, previously in-
doctrinated by the interwar Polish school, discovers 
his newly prescribed national identity. The final pages 
of  the  novel  envision  “the  imminent  arrival  of 
swastika-emblazoned  banners  in  the  Głuchoniemcy 
community, the hearts of young and old burning with 
love and adoration for Adolf Hitler.”46 “There’ll come a 
time for the  Głuchoniemcy to stand as one man and 
follow Adolf Hitler as an invincible army of the German 
national  community.”47 The  protagonist  experiences 
something  of  a  dramatic  metamorphosis.  “Which 
‘camp’ am I in? Do I belong to the nation of my lan-
guage? The people I hitherto loved so greatly? Sup-
pose I  never  disown these people,  it’s  like  stealing 
their  national  identity.  […]  Can I  then  take German 
identity as my own? One must truly love his nation. 
But how am I to love something I don’t know?”48 asks 
Karolek. His wise uncle dispels all his doubts in reply: 
“Your words are written with your forefathers’ blood, 
by the German conscience. You’re honest with your-
self, which is a defining German characteristic.”49
That said, the study of architecture focuses more 
on the time between “the return of the young master” 
and “the birth of Conrad”50 rather than the identity di-
lemmas of the protagonist and his inner metamorph-
osis.  Haczowski’s  (pseudo)historical  novel  offers  a 
frame narrative whereby Karolek and his imagination 
take readers to the times of mediaeval German colon-
ization. As it recreates the geopolitics of Lesser Po-
